
Trailers in cinemas and on TV:  
Parents up in arms 

For as many years as ACCM can remem-
ber, parents have complained about being 
ambushed by trailers for upcoming TV 
programs or movies. They have objected 
strongly  when they have chosen age-ap-
propriate viewing only to experience the 
intrusion of content (ads and trailers) that 
was not.   

The complaints have intensified as TV 
relaxed its rules and has allowed the pro-
motion of M and MA15+ programs or 
movies in lower classified TV programs 
so long as the content of the trailer itself 
was not higher than the main program.  

For many years, a visit to the cinema was 
seen as a safer environment as the rules 
did not allow the screening of trailers for 
films of a higher classification than the 
feature.  This environment was under-
mined to some extent when it became 
permissible to screen trailers for films 
“yet to be classified” (known as CTC) so 
long as it had been judged that their clas-
sification was likely to be the same as the 
feature.  

And more undermining could be under 
way. For many years the cinemas opera-
tors have wanted to have freedoms simi-
lar to those of TV, ie to be able to screen 
trailers for films classified higher than the 
feature so long as the content of the trailer 
itself matched the feature.  

During the last month, ACCM decided to 
assess parents’ opinions of such a move.  
A short survey  publicised on at least 4 
different parent websites, produced an 
avalanche of opposition.  In just 24 hrs, 
2000 responses had been received, with 
the final count at 2800 after 10 days.  Re-
spondents were from all states of Austral-
ia, predominantly female, with children 
under the age of 13 years.  

Parents were most vocal, with 95% 
strongly agreeing, that they want to be 
able “to choose a movie outing that will 
be age-appropriate for my children, and 
so trailers should only be for films that 
have the same classification as the fea-

ture”. Similar levels (91.5%) strongly 
agreed that a change would allow the 
promotion of films they did not want 
their children to see, and (88%) strongly 
agreed that such a change would mis-
lead their children into thinking the films 
would be suitable for them. 

Survey comments provided interesting 
reading revealing high concern about 
many CTC trailer (not seen to match the 
feature); the many parents who already 
book and choose to arrive late to avoid 
trailers, and the numbers who would 
choose to do so in the future. 

Overall, parents showed more concern 
about present practices for screening 
trailers on television (77%) than in cine-
mas (23%).   Parents thought that many 
TV trailers were unsuitable for the time 
of day that they were shown (84% strong-
ly or somewhat agreed) and had con-
tent more adult than the program (89%).  
Comments included many complaining 
about trailers for the MA15+ horror mov-
ie “It”, seen in early evening hours in 
programs such as The Block.  

Ed: see ACCM’s comments on such trail-
ers at:

childrenandmedia.org.au/taking-ac-
tion/current-campaigns/scary-tv-
and-movies-and-their-trailers-
scare-children 

These findings provide a reason why 
many parents said that cinemas would 
be losing their present advantage over 
TV should trailers change, and that they 
would be more likely to stay home and 
watch movies on a streaming service.

The Minister with carriage of the decision 
about trailers in cinemas is Senator The 
Hon Mitch Fifield, Minister for Commu-
nications, Parliament House Canberra. 

Note:  The tables and background to the 
survey can be found at:

childrenandmedia.org.au/news/news-
items/2017/parents-trash-trailers
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AGAINST JUNK FOOD ADS

New Australian campaign against 
junk food ads

Cancer Council NSW has launched 
‘Our Kids, Our Call’ – a new campaign 
calling on the Federal government to take 
action and limit junk food advertising to 
children.

The Nutrition Program Manager at 
Cancer Council NSW, Wendy Watson, 
said that Australian children should be 
free from the manipulative tactics of junk 
food advertisers. She said that children are 
being bombarded with unhealthy food 
ads everywhere and that such advertising 
influences what foods children like, what 
they pester their parents to buy and what 
they want to eat. 

The  Council  recently analysed  ad-
vertising during popular prime time 
shows including Channel 9’s Australian 
Ninja Warrior, which debuted in July 
2017. The grand final of this show had 
over 10 junk food ads per hour and 
marketing tactics by the show’s major 
sponsor, fast food giant KFC, were seen 
throughout the show. These included 
frequent shots of the audience waving 
KFC branded foam fingers. Large digital 
banners of the KFC logo appeared during 
a competitor’s ninja run and the company 
slogan was frequently shown on the 
screen.

Other reality shows analysed included 
MasterChef Australia and The Voice 
Australia. MasterChef Australia was 
ranked the program most watched by 
children aged 0-14 years by a recent 
Australian Communications and Media 
Authority (ACMA) report and the 
analysis found children were exposed 
to an average of seven junk food ads 
per hour during this show.  The Voice 
Australia, which was ranked the second 
most watched program, had an average 
of nine junk food ads an hour, compared 
to only one healthy food ad per hour.

People can find more information and   
sign up to join the new campaign at 

ourkidsourcall.com.au

https://childrenandmedia.org.au/taking-action/current-campaigns/scary-tv-and-moviesand-their-trailers-scare-children
http://www.ourkidsourcall.com.au
https://childrenandmedia.org.au/news/news-items/2017/parents-trash-trailers
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Movies for the school holidays

This summary starts with a warning - the film 
“It” is not a film for children, despite featuring 
children, and being widely promoted just before 
the school holidays with images of a red balloon. 
“It” is rated MA15+ with the guidelines Strong 
horror themes and violence.

Fortunately there are more family-friendly films 
on offer. 

There are three recently released G rated movies. 
Of these, Captain Underpants and The Emoji Movie 
are likely to be enjoyed by primary school-aged 
viewers, although some scenes make them less 
suitable for under fives. Rip Tide is aimed more 
at the tween and young teen age group and may 
lack interest for children under seven.

The recently released Lego Ninjago Movie is rated 
PG. Once again, it has some scenes that may be 
scary for the very young but is otherwise likely 

to be enjoyed by both children and their parents 
and carers.

Read ACCM reviews of these films at :

childrenandmedia.org.au/movie-reviews/

Parents trash trailers on TV: time zone 
troubles.  
The comments offered by parents who responded 
to ACCM’s recent online survey about trailers on 
TV and in cinemas, captured some very timely 
information about a range of issues.  

As mentioned in our front page article this issue, 
parents commented (unprompted) about the 
screening on free-to-air TV,  of trailers for the 
MA15+ classified horror movie “It”.  See the 
extended Internet trailer at:

 

youtube.com/watch?v=cdg193GvnBA

Parents reported seeing the “for TV” trailers 
(which could  be different from the internet 
versions)  in family-oriented shows such as 
Nine’s The Block , in Seven’s Little Big Shots, in “an 
early evening children’s movie”,  “at 5pm”, in 
“daylight hours”, “at 7pm”,   “in the pre-8:30pm 
timeslot and that are typically family shows”. 

Now, while it was obviously not OK by these 
parents to show the trailers at these times, it 
could be that it was OK by the free-to-air Code of 
Practice (CoP)  to do so. 
  

The  CoP rules around trailers are complicated    
(see Small Screen Feb 2016:

 childrenandmedia.org.au/assets/files/resources/
small-screen/ss-316-Feb.pdf

They allow trailers for M and MA15+ programs 
and movies to be shown in most programs ( a 
few exceptions) provided that the content of the 
trailer is OK for the time zone.  

There are no G time zones on TV anymore (just 
a few zones for children’s programs). Most mid 
afternoon to early evening time zones are PG; 
the M time zone starts at 7.30pm, and MA15+ at 
8.30pm.  The CoP (at 2.4.1)  does allow however, 
that the content of trailers in G or PG programs,  
that screen between 7.30pm and 8.30pm,  should 
be no more than PG. 

So The Block, for example, is 
classified PG, screens at 7.30pm 
(an M time zone) but the content 
of any trailers should be no 
more than PG.  Little Big Shots is 
classified PG, screens in PG time 
and so trailer content could be 
expected to be PG.   

The contentious issue may well 
be whether the trailer content for 
“It”  could be classed as PG.  ACCM has found 
great difficulty in the past in having trailers,  
containing what to a child would be quite scary 
images, assessed by the industry or the ACMA 
as more than PG.  This flies in the face of a 
considerable body of research, see

childrenandmedia.org.au/assets/files/resources/
small-screen/ss-320-June.pdf 

and defies parental experience of the effects of 
exposure to even very brief scary images on their 
children – images they couldn’t have anticipated 
let alone give any parental guidance about.! 

What’s to be done about this issue in particular?   
It would need any parents or carers who saw 
such trailers and who can recall the channel, 
date, and program, to lodge a complaint with the 
channel they were watching.

freetv.com.au/Content_Common/
OnlineComplaintStep1.aspx

The process involves waiting for a reply from 
the  network, and then sending the complaint 
on to the Australian Communications and Media 
Authority:

acma.gov.au/Citizen/Complaints/TV- 
and-Radio-complaints

Telling ACCM about the complaint can also be 
useful.:

childrenandmedia.org.au/contact-us

Barbara Biggins
OAM 
Hon CEO

Little Big Shots 
International Film 
Festival for Kids 

in Adelaide

Friday 13th &Saturday 14th October, 2017              

GU Film House (Adelaide City)                
childrenandmedia.org.au/events/little-

big-shots-film-festival

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdg193GvnBA
https://childrenandmedia.org.au/assets/files/resources/small-screen/ss-316-Feb.pdf
https://childrenandmedia.org.au/assets/files/resources/small-screen/ss-320-June.pdf
http://www.freetv.com.au/Content_Common/OnlineComplaintStep1.aspx
https://www.acma.gov.au/Citizen/Complaints/TV-and-Radio-complaints
https://childrenandmedia.org.au/contact-us
https://childrenandmedia.org.au/movie-reviews/
http://childrenandmedia.org.au/events/little-big-shots-film-festival
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ADVERTISING
Cosenza, E.L., et al, 2017
Analysis of food advertising in 
children’s tv programming. 
FASEB J 31, 45.2-45.2.

Dixon, H., et al, 2017
Food marketing with movie character 
toys: Effects on young children’s 
preferences for unhealthy and healthier 
fast food meals. 
Appetite 117, 342–350

Mhurchu, C., et al, 2016 
Protecting New Zealand children from 
exposure to the marketing of unhealthy 
foods and drinks: a comparison of three 
nutrient profiling systems to classify 
foods
NZ Med J 129.1441 41-53.

Swinburn, B., et al, 2017 
Proposed new industry code on 
unhealthy food marketing to children 
and young people: will it make a 
difference? 
NZ. Med. J 130, 94–101.

Vandevijvere, S., et al 2017
Unhealthy food marketing to New 
Zealand children and adolescents 
through the internet. 
Faculty of Social Sciences - Papers 32–43.

CHILDRENS TELEVISION
Hahn, L., et al, 2017
The importance of altruistic versus 
egoistic motivations: a content 
analysis of conflicted motivations in 
children’s television programming. 
Communication Reports 30, 67–79. 

Potter, A., 2017
Funding contemporary children’s 
television: How digital convergence 
encourages retro reboots. 
International Journal on Media 
Management 19, 108–122. 

COMPUTERS & INTERNET
Camerini, A.-L., Schulz, P.J., Jeannet, 
A.-M., 2017 
The social inequalities of Internet 
access, its use, and the impact on 
children’s academic performance: 
Evidence from a longitudinal study 
in Switzerland. 
New Media & Society 
1461444817725918. 

Holloway, D, Green, L., 2016
The Internet of toys.
Communication Research and Practice 
2.4: 506-519.

Taylor, G., Monaghan, P., Westermann, 
G., 2017. 
Investigating the association between 
children’s screen media exposure and 
vocabulary size in the UK. 
Journal of Children and Media 0, 1–15.

VIOLENCE
Dillon, K.P., Bushman, B.J., 2017. 
Effects of exposure to gun violence in 
movies on children’s interest in real 
guns. 
JAMA Pediatr. doi:10.1001/
jamapediatrics.2017.2229

HEALTH
Işik, B., Ayaz Alkaya, S., 2017
Internet use and psychosocial health 
of school aged children. 
Psychiatry Research 255, 204–208. 

Howie, E.K., et al, 2017. 
Head, trunk and arm posture 
amplitude and variation, muscle 
activity, sedentariness and physical 
activity of 3 to 5 year-old children 
during tablet computer use compared 
to television watching and toy play. 
Applied Ergonomics 65, 41–50.

MOBILE PHONES
Langer, C.E., et al, 2017
Patterns of cellular phone use 
among young people in 12 countries: 
Implications for RF exposure. 
Environment International 107, 65–74.  

SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT
Abdullah, M, Rahman, N., 2017 
Effects of TV crime shows on 
behavioural development of children. 
SHS Web of Conferences. Vol. 33. EDP 
Sciences.

Dawson, R.S., 2017
Talking to adolescents about social 
media. 
Pediatr Ann 46, e274–e276. 

Khan, K.S., et al,  2017
Association between television 
viewing and parent-child reading in 
the early home environment. 
Journal of Developmental & Behavioral 
Pediatrics 38, 521–527. 

Kleemans, M., Schlindwein, L.F., 
Dohmen, R., 2017
Preadolescents’ emotional and 
prosocial responses to negative tv 
news: investigating the beneficial 
effects of constructive reporting and 
peer discussion. 
J Youth Adolescence 46, 2060–2072. 

Neuman, S.B., Wong, K.M., Kaefer, T., 
2017. 
Content not form predicts oral 
language comprehension: the influence 
of the medium on preschoolers’ story 
understanding. 
Read Writ 30, 1753–1771.
 
Slater, A., et al, 2017. 
More than just child’s play?: An 
experimental investigation of the 
impact of an appearance-focused 
internet game on body image and 
career aspirations of young girls. 
J Youth Adolescence 46, 2047–2059. 

The Office of the eSafety 
Commissioner and Netsafe NZ 

are co-hosting:

Online Safety on the Edge

1 – 3 November 2017
Hilton, Sydney.

esafety.gov.au/on-the-edge-17

*****************

Children’s Media Symposium: 
From Print to Screen

 

24–26 November, 2017

University of the Sunshine Coast, 
Queensland, Australia

childrensmediasymposium.net

Live Wires Forum

24-25 November 2017

Moonee Valley Racing Club, 
Melbourne

A two-day professional development 
event connecting the latest 
thinking in early childhood theory, 
practice and pedagogy in digital 
technologies, with hands-on 
practical sessions. An opportunity 
to connect with other educators 
and experts. The forum will cover 
areas of challenges and concerns, 
current and future directions.

earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/
events/live-wires-forum/

*****************

http://www.esafety.gov.au/on-the-edge-17
http://earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/events/live-wires-forum/
https://childrensmediasymposium.net


The effects of guns in movies

Every day in the United States, nearly 40 
children are shot and more than 1.7 million 
children live in a home with unsecured 
guns.

Given these figures, a new US study by 
researchers from Ohio State University set 
out  to find the immediate effects of expo-
sure to movie characters with guns on chil-
dren’s unsupervised play with guns. 

The randomized study included 104 chil-
dren aged 8 to 12 years who were tested 
in pairs. They were randomly assigned to 
watch a movie clip containing guns or a 
movie clip not containing guns. They were 
then provided with a selection of toys to 
play with which included a real, but dis-
abled gun

Children who viewed a PG-rated movie 
containing guns played with the real gun 
longer and pulled the trigger more times 
than did children who viewed the same 
movie not containing guns.

The researchers say that despite the lim-
itations of such a study, the connection 
shown in this experiment is a compelling 
start to a broader conversation on the var-
ious factors that can increase a child’s in-
terest in guns and violence, including gun 
violence in movies.

Dillon, K.P., Bushman, B.J., 2017. Effects 
of exposure to gun violence in movies 
on children’s interest in real guns. JAMA 
Pediatr.

http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamape-
diatrics/fullarticle/2654597

The New Normal: Parents, teens 
and digital devices 

This report  from the USC Annenberg 
School for Communication and Journalism 
is based on an April 2017 national online 
survey of the media habits and attitudes 
of Japanese parents and teens age 13 to 18. 
The sample included 600 children and their 
parents. In the survey, parents and teens 
were asked about their own media habits, 
and those of their family members. A key 
question was the degree to which Japanese 
teens and parents feel distracted by — and 
even addicted to — their mobile devices 
and the amount of conflict this caused in 
families. 

Once collected, the data was compared to 
the results of  research briefs conducted by 
the US based organization, Common Sense 
Media - The Common Sense Census: Plugged-
In Parents of Tweens and Teens  and Technol-
ogy Addiction. 

In addition to tracking addiction, distrac-
tion and conflict, the study also explored 
questions related to the potential benefits 
of device use, as well as ubiquity and us-
age.

Results from the two countries were very 
similar in most areas, but US parents 
seemed to have a much more positive view 
of technology. Compared to 25% of Japa-
nese parents, most American parents (88%) 
had an optimistic view of the benefits of 
technology, including mobile devices, in 
terms of helping their children acquire new 
skills. 

http://assets.uscannenberg.org/docs/
CS_DigitalDevicesJapan_v8_press.pdf

Children’s knowledge and judgment 
of new advertising formats 

Contemporary advertising is decreasingly 
about influencing children through per-
suasive messages and increasingly about 
influencing them through a number of new 
advertising tactics. 

A new Belgian study set out to find out 
how children might cope with advertising 
by understanding and evaluating the new 
advertising tactics. 

Working with 12 focus groups involving 60 
European children aged between 9 and 11, 
the study investigated children’s advertis-
ing literacy by exploring their knowledge 
of, and reasoning  about, new advertising 
formats. 

In particular, insight is provided into chil-
dren’s critical reflection on the tactics of 
brand integration, interactivity and per-
sonalization in the advertising strategies, 
brand placement, advergames and retar-
geted pre-roll video ads on social media. 

The study showed that while children do 
not necessarily spontaneously do so, they 
appeared to have the ability to understand 
the tactics used by advertisers and formed 
judgments about their appropriateness.

De Pauw, P et al (2017). From persuasive 
messages to tactics: Exploring children’s 
knowledge and judgment of new adver-
tising formats. Presented at the The 67th 
Annual Conference of the International 
Communication Association.

https://biblio.ugent.be/publication/8526668
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